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Hello,
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Cheers,
Jayne
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State Planning Commission
Planning and Land Use Services Division
Attorney-General's Department
GPO Box 1815
Adelaide SA 5001
Email: DIT.PlanningReformSubmissions@sa.gov.au

To Whom It May Concern
RE: Impact of the Planning and Design Code on the electorate of Badcoe

The Planning and Design Code ('the Code') represents a total re-write of the rule book
governing planning decisions in our state. It's important we get these once-in-a-generation
changes right - for the good of our neighbourhoods and everyone who lives in them.
In the well-established, but fast changing, suburbs of Badcoe, in the inner south and western
suburbs, planning regulations directly shape the look and feel of the beautiful place we live. The
impact of development rules is felt in a very real way by people who live in suburbs from
Keswick to Ascot Park, and Millswood to Plympton Park.
While there are many improvements in the Code, and the concept of a single planning manual
is to be commended, there are shortcomings, which deserve further consideration by planning
authorities. My submission is focused on these areas of concern and potential improvement.

My consultation with people in Badcoe

As the Member for Badcoe, I have undertaken extensive consultation on the first and second
drafts of the Code.
I've consulted with people in the suburbs I currently represent as well as those in suburbs that
will come into the electorate in 2022.
I've held two in-person community forums, four online forums and distributed 27 000 surveys
across the electorate. I've encouraged people to respond to me, as well as directly to the State
Planning Commission .
Planning issues have been consistently raised with me since 2017, and as an active local MP,
I'm aware of the key issues in our electorate. I have taken the opportunity to engage with people
in Badcoe at a more detailed level in light of the first and second Planning and Design Code
public consultation phases. My submission is based on that feedback and is lodged on behalf of
the community I'm fortunate to represent.
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The Government's consultation process
The first and second public consultation phases have been flawed. I understand that extensive
reform on detailed subject matter is challenging, however I have received ample feedback from
my electorate about the shortcomings of the government's engagement.
Residents feel the way in which information has been presented has made it difficult for them to
make informed and useful contributions. Residents fear there are proposals within the 8000-odd
page Code that they couldn't hope to understand, and have no opportunity to provide
meaningful feedback.
Residents have expressed to me the difficulty they have had understanding the lengthy and
detailed Code, with no interpretation available to them about the impacts at a local level.
"The planning document is too complicated and does not clearly say what
changes are to be made. Needs a summary somewhere of changes
proposed."
Jan, Clarence Park
"I have a major concern about the Jack of proper consultation and ability to
challenge proposals."
Joe, Forestville

A number of local residents echo Jan and Joe's concerns about the complexity and difficulty
understanding the impact of the Code.
The Code was meant to be implemented in July 2020, then September 2020. I understand the
government's intention to resolve the Code as soon as possible given these lengthy delays,
however the lack of localised interpretation of an 8000 page rule book has made the six week
timeframe appear inadequate to many community members.
"The Code is a large, complex and complicated document which has
challenged professional and community understanding of the proposed
changes."
City of Unley Agenda, 14 December
This is a concern shared by a number of councils, residents' associations and individuals and is
reflected in submissions.
Briefing of Labor MPs
It has been very disappointing, unproductive, and frankly offensive to our communities, that
briefings have deliberately not been provided to Labor Members of Parliament, despite our
requests. This position was made clear by the Attorney-General in Estimates on 23 November
2020:
Mr PICTON: On the same budget line, I am wondering why there has been a resistance in
terms of providing briefings on the planning code to members of parliament. I wrote to the
previous Minister for Planning, the member for Schubert, on 21 February this year and did
not receive a response to my request for a briefing on the impacts for my electorate of
Kaurna in the southern suburbs. I wrote to the member for Schubert again on 20 April 2020
and did not receive a response to my request for a briefing ... Then, obviously, the member
for Schubert was no longer the Minister for Planning. I wrote to the Attorney on 25
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September 2020 asking for a briefing. She responded on 11 October-so eight months
after my first letter-and made reference to a number of websites but no acceptance or
offer of a briefing. There was mention of one officer in her department and my staff have
been trying to contact him. Will the Attorney make available officers to provide members of
parliament a briefing on the implications of the planning code for their electorates?
The Hon. V.A. CHAPMAN: I take that as a thank you for giving you a letter of response
within two weeks, providing the information I am sure you would have found helpful and
ensuring that you have every opportunity to attend the briefings that have been detailed by
Ms Smith today.
But I think it is important to say that providing a briefing in relation to a draft plan is not
something that we would be providing until we have a plan ... We are not actually
implementing it yet. The process is one where it is a draft.

It is plainly ridiculous to refuse to brief duly elected Members of Parliament only once the Code
is finalised and cannot be altered, especially when the Government purports to be seeking the
community's views during a consultation phase.

Car parking
The Code sees a reduction in the minimum on-site car parking requirements from current
council standards. Analysis undertaken by City of Marion, City of West Torrens and City of
Unley has identified the on-site car parking requirements under the Code will fall short of current
council minimums.
Car parking is of primary concern to Badcoe residents.
"Our quiet street is now becoming noisier and congested. Street sweepers
are unable to clean gutters - too many parked vehicles. 11
Christine and Wayne, Plympton

"The ratio of homes, units and apartments do not match parking in streets
availability. 11
June, Kurralta Park

"I am mostly concerned about the increased car parking along my street. All
these new homes only have one car park and 2/3 people in the home have a
car which is gradually making it impossible for my family to park at the front
of my home when they visit me. 11
Rosalie, South Plympton

Analysis by The City of West Torrens found, 'For a typical residential flat building containing
five, two bedroom dwellings, there will be four less car parks provided on-site once the code is
implemented.'
I urge consideration of requests by the City of Marion, City of West Torrens and City of Unley to
reconsider minimum car parking requirements under the Code to ensure a like-for-like transition,
as promised.
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Garage sizes
The Code proposes internal dimensions for domestic garages and carports of 3m x 5.4m. The
City of West Torrens and City of Unley have both raised concerns that this does not future-proof
garages for larger vehicles, which are growing in popularity.
There has been a persistent issue in Badcoe of residents of newer developments using their
garages for storage space, as they cannot comfortably keep their car in the garage. This has led
to more people parking on streets and neighbourhoods becoming congested with parked cars.
The City of Unley notes a growing prevalence for vehicles with dimensions of 1.94 x 5.2m or
greater. It finds the reduced garage size required under the Code will reduce the circulation
space to an impractical 0.1m front and back and 0.5m each side. The consequence of this is
likely to be increased, or continuing, on-street car parking resulting in congestion on our streets.
"Council's approve of apartment complexes with garage sizes that
accommodate a pedal car which are clogging streets with parked vehicles
creating traffic hazards for vehicles leaving and entering with impeded vision."
John, North Plympton
"Rows of 2 story townhouses, as single garages are used for storage, cars are
always parked on both sides of the road."
Yvonne, Ashford

Trees and green space
Increasing the number of trees, retaining existing trees and providing greater green space in
urban areas are key priorities for the people of Badcoe.

"I believe the house to green space ratio is not sufficient in our area. This is
vital to the communities mental health and in turn affects the economic value of
location."
Luisa, South Plympton
"Profit at the expense of our environment and future mental health is to be
stopped before it ruins Adelaide. The next generation will pay the price. Many
young families are now seeking out a house and garden like they grew up in.
Space for their children to grow and play."
Janet, Keswick
"Great concern regarding tree canopy. Green space being paramount for well
being and our climate crisis."
Tracey, Plympton
"We would like to see the Code keep, maintain and increase any kind of
greenery - street trees, parks, walking tracks - to make our suburbs look
beautiful."
Angela and Hossein, Forestville
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In addition to a sentiment form my constituents of establishing more ambitious tree and green
space requirements, a number of concerns have been raised in relation to minimum tree
requirements in the Code for areas of urban infill.

1. $300 offset is ridiculously low
There is widespread concern that allowing an applicant who fails to provide the requisite
number of trees to pay $300 per tree into a fund is not sufficient. Residents think this does not
provide an adequate incentive for an applicant to retain or plant a new tree and does not
represent the true value of a tree.
Councils is Badcoe have advised a tree is worth $1500 - $2500, not $300. Indeed a quick trip to
Bunnings reveals that most trees of 4 metres height are retailed for above $300.
The City of Unley found in its analysis that 'potential off-set scheme contribution in lieu of
planting tree mooted at $300 which is of little disincentive and an alternative tree location does
not benefit development. Reasons to off-set should be rigorous and limited and contribution
should reflect full amenity value/micro climate benefit/planting/maintenance of achieving mature
tree with development. SPC [State Planning Commission] own cost benefit analysis indicated
private benefit of trees significantly more and true value should be in $,000's.'
Any offset scheme should be a last resort, and the price point should reflect this. The retention
of existing trees, rather than new planting, should also be a policy priority. Currently these aims
are not reflected in the Code.

2. Collected funds
There are concerns about the destination and final use of any funds collected through an offset
scheme. Additional detail is required from government, including whether the collected funds will
be utilised for tree planting, particularly in the geographic areas that the funds are being
accrued.

3. Deemed to Satisfy v Performance Assessed
Residents expressed concern that the tree requirement was only of relevance if an applicant
wished to achieve a DTS pathway tick of approval. There is little detail about how binding the
tree requirements would be on applicants choosing to utilise the Performance Assessed
pathway. The tree requirements should be enforced to the greatest extent possible, regardless
of the approval pathway to ensure the retention, replacement and new growth of trees in our
neighbourhoods.

Windows and privacy
Under the Code the minimum window sill height will reduce to 1.5m across the state, despite
many councils, including in Badcoe, currently having a policy of a minimum 1.7 m.
The City of Unley's current Development Plan has a minimum sill height of 1. 7m designed to
ensure privacy and reduce overlooking. This is also the case for the Cities of West Torrens and
Mitcham.
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"I fully support the City of Unley latest submission. In particular, the
proposed 1. 7m sill height is far more appropriate to encourage privacy for
all residents. I have the privilege of living in a beautiful city so it is
imperative that we take time to fully explore and resolve issues raised
across our state before public fully understand what the proposal means. 11
Phillipe and Julienne, Black Forest
Considering the large volume of complaints that are currently received by my office in relation to
the 1.7m minimum window height, consideration should be given to raising the height in the
Code.

Block sizes, maximum heights and minimum frontages contributing to density
Residents of Badcoe often tell me they are not against development and refreshing housing
stock, but are concerned at the speed our suburbs are becoming more dense and the local
impacts of this change. Density, including heights, frontages and block sizes, is a priority issue
in Badcoe.

"Urban infill and high-rise apartments will be future ghettos destroying our
environment, community and our way of life. 11
Monica, Ascot Park
"Stop the bulldozing of single dwellings and replacing with more than two
new dwellings. No more shoe boxes, people are unable to park on their
property clogging up the street reducing visibility. 11
Kristin, Kurralta Park

I've received extensive feedback from constituents about the impact of increased density across
Badcoe. Residents have expressed particular concern about how the transition to the Code
provides opportunity for further increased density.
The attached map indicates the many locations across Badcoe where block sizes are to be
reduced, building heights can increase and frontages are to be reduced . This is a broad area
across the electorate, with few suburbs spared of greater density impacts.
The City of Marion has raised particular concern about the transition of Marion Plains Policy
Area 8 to a General Neighbourhood Zone, as it understands there will be increased opportunity
for more dwellings on a block. Large portions of Edwardstown and Ascot Park will be impacted
by the change from Marion Plains Policy Area 8 to a General Neighbourhood Zone.

Heritage and character preservation
Badcoe features a large number of homes built in the 1880s to 1950s that residents believe are
deserving of preservation. These properties greatly enhance our streetscapes and are a
drawcard for people wanting to live in our area.
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Residents would like to see greater protection for these streetscapes and individual residences,
and a focus on ensuring that new builds reflect, or at least don't detract, from this historic
character.
"Too many character homes have been lost in our area to be replaced by
two or three townhouses."
Jan, Glandore
"Uncontrolled inappropriate infill (especially multiple storey) infill destroys
our suburbs. With our character suburbs going and heritage in the city
destroyed there will be no point to living in Adelaide."
Pauline, Clarence Park
"It was an absolute disgrace that the property on the corner of Mooringe
and Bransby Avenue was knocked down. So sick of the ugly grey boxes
that are replacing homes with character, packing in 3-5 properties which
clog up the street with cars - can hardly drive down our street anymore."
Ranae, North Plympton

Badcoe residents are encouraged by the inclusion of Contributory Items in the Code and await
further information about how this is to be achieved.

Conclusion
The Code requires further significant changes to ensure:
Adverse and unintended outcomes in Badcoe are remedied
A like-for-like transition is implemented, as was promised by the government at the start
of this process and
The views, experiences and aspirations of local residents are reflected in the Code.
I hope that the feedback given by Badcoe residents to the State Planning Commission directly,
and to me as the elected Member for Badcoe, is reflected in the final decisions by the State
Planning Commission and the Attorney-General.
Without broad community endorsement and consent to the standards contained in the Code, we
cannot expect the system to be accepted by the community in which it operates.
I thank all those peak bodies, residents' associations, council staff, government workers and
individuals who have assisted in answering my questions and those of my community. I wish
you all the best in your ongoing work on planning and development in our state .
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Member for Badcoe
Shadow Minister for Planning and Local Government
18 December 2020
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